scale of counterfeit goods market is growing continuously. Thus, the way to verify the legitimate product is required. Earlier authentication methods are difficult for the verification from the user side. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for the forgery prevention.
Introduction
Nowadays, damage accidents that there are distributed to forge with a famous genuine things by malicious operator are increasing constantly. And also, side of product manufacturer, they produce authenticated product by applying like a barcode, RFID, Hologram and etc. However, users are difficult to recognize the legitimate product such that the only way. For this reason, users want to know the correct information about the product they are buying. Therefore, we believe that can perform to authenticate safely by using stored authentication information in the server of AuC. And the more convenience method may be used by using a smart phone and NFC technologies. Thus, we propose an efficient NFC-based a forgery prevention method. And this time, a NFC-equipped smart phone and the authentication application are authentication tools. And we design to store authentication information in physically strong USIM file system.
II. Related Work

A. NFC(Near Field Communication)
The NFC performs the communication at the 13.56 MHz frequency band with the RFID [1] [2] [3] . And a NFC-equipped device that supports following three modes : Initiator, Target, and Reader/Writer. And it may support Card Emulator [4] . Therefore, active communication is possible mutually.
III. Proposed NFC-based Forgery Prevention Method
NFC-based Forgery Prevention Method that is proposed in our paper is divided into the pre-registration, user registration and authentication process. Firstly, the description of used the terms in our proposed method is same as follows. This phase is performed before the product is shipped from the manufacturer. Firstly, manufacture writes various information like as P ID , P NAME , P DATE , P CODE and P SLAN . And also store same data to server of AuC. And this time, this is registration state that it is performed by manufacture, thus rewriting is impossible(ROM MASK). 2. OG generates encrypted data R1 with nonce, SN of AuC and product ID using by public key of AuC. And sends R1 to mobile.
3. Mobile also sends R1 to AuC directly 4. AuC decrypts R1. And generates verified message, after checking the R1. And then, sends generated message to mobile.
5. Mobile display the result message.
6. Person who shop manager inputs the user and shop information through the App. And then, mobile encrypts the information of the product, shop and user with a nonce using by public key of AuC. And sends to AuC the generated message R2.
7. AuC checks R1(product ID), information of shop and user, after decrypting the R2. Make sure whether it stores in DB. And if verified, stores information of shop and user in DB.
8. Finally, generates R3 after generating key by nonce of mobile. Sends R3 to mobile.
9. Mobile decrypts the R3 using by public key of AuC. And then, checks generated a nonce value N2. Sends encrypted message with a nonce N and user information to OG.
10. OG stores user information, after verifying the nonce value N. And modify state information as a registration finished product. Finally, sends it to mobile, after generating the completed message.
11. Mobile shows message it has been completed the registration.
C. Authentication Process
This phase is final process in our proposed method. And substantially, this is a step to verify the validity of the product. Through stored information in server of AuC, to perform the verify about the product whether real or not. The detailed authentication processes are same as following. 2. OG encrypts like as product ID, hashed message with a product ID and secure number SN of AuC, shop and user information, etc. using by a public key of AuC. Thus, R1 is made and sent to mobile.
3. Mobile sends received data R1 to AuC.
4. AuC checks R1, after decrypting the R1 by own private key. AuC can get information of the product, shop and user. And then, verifies storing above data in DB. And finally sends it, after generating the message it has been completed the authentication.
5. Mobile shows message by own screen.
IV. Conclusion
Our proposed authentication method for a forgery prevention can provide convenience to user. Because, user can directly access to product information using only a user's NFC-equipped smart phone. And because authentication information is stored in physically strong USIM file system, it can be stored and managed. Therefore, we propose an efficient NFC-based a forgery prevention method. Next, we will also process with the actual application and study based on this method.
